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eLETTER means that Stralfors receives data files from the customer that contain
messages to recipients. The file is processed by Stralfors and items are distributed by
means of Stralfors’ eLETTER services.
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The eLETTER process
Outline flow
The following steps are required to integrate and produce eLETTER
Agreement and integration of customer
1. Agree on basic service and options in Customer Agreement, Price List and Customer
Assignment.
2. Integrate customer
a. Set up communication
b. Map out the customer’s file formats
c. Set up templates and rules for documents
d. Set up selected distribution alternatives
e. Set up postage optimisation rules
3. Test the flow
4. Customer confirms customer assignment
Production
1. Customer delivers a data file to Stralfors.
2. Stralfors checks that the file satisfies the agreed basic structure and sorts it according to the
customer’s distribution agreement.
3. Messages to be sent as physical letters are sorted by post code and any co-sorting insertion
terms and are distributed to a suitable printing centre.

Communication paths
Stralfors offers a uniform electronic interface for sharing data between different parties and
systems. The production system is monitored 24 hours a day, all year long. The customer can
choose from, among others, the following protocols and Internet standards:
•
•

HTTP/HTTPS
FTP (via the Internet)

If necessary, other methods of communication may also be agreed, such as:
•
•
•

FTP (VPN, SNIX, fixed leased connections)
OFTP (via the Internet, X.25)
Connect Direct (via the Internet, VPN, Snix)

Addressing methods
Files that are sent to Stralfors must be addressed. Stralfors can handle a number of addressing
methods. Suitable addressing is defined in consultation with the customer in connection with
the startup of customer assignments.

File submission
Unless otherwise agreed, the normal submission time for a data file is before 09:00 on the
production day. If a file arrives later than agreed, this may mean that the file will be processed
the following day. The transfer must be completed before the agreed time, i.e. if the transfer
begins at 08:59 and is completed at 09:12, there is a risk that the file will be processed the
following day.
Backup and logging
Files that arrive at Stralfors are backed up when received. The copies are saved for direct access
for 70 days and
for two years via backup. Print files ready for production in Stralfors’ print production are saved
on disk for 14 days.
Receipt and message processing performed by Stralfors for the messages that pass through the
service are logged continuously. The logs are saved in the system for one month, after which
they are accessible via backup for six months.
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File formats
The eLETTER service works with the following formats. Depending on the eLETTER
supplementary service selected, the file must meet the specified information needs. There must
also be a confirmed file specification that describes the file’s appearance and information content.

Structured format
Structured format, for example XML and CSV, works for all of eLETTER’s supplementary services.
There are examples of XML and a file specification required for eLETTER in a separate section.

Print-ready formats
“Print-ready formats” means those formats the customer sends that already contain the finished
print template. Stralfors can accept AFP and PDF. For print-ready material, Stralfors assumes no
responsibility for the content and appearances, as this is controlled by the customer. In order to
be compatible with Stralfors’ production system, certain fields must be left blank and the
address must be in the correct place. Stralfors places insertion marks (OMR code) in the file.
The following functionality is not possible if the customer chooses to deliver a print-ready format
(in addition to the restrictions in the eLETTER service selected):
- EDI
- Text messaging
- Personalisation of documents
AFP
All AFP documents require TLE records, the mandatory content of which depends on the
eLETTER service selected.
The section entitled AFP describes how an AFP should be structured and the limitations in the
layout in order to be compatible with Stralfors’ production system.
PDF
All PDF documents require meta information, the mandatory content of which depends on the
eLETTER service selected. The section entitled PDF describes how a PDF should be structured
and the limitations in the layout in order to be compatible with Stralfors’ production system.
Line data (S2)
Line data means the formats that are based on lines and positions. Stralfors supports the line
data format known as S2. The section entitled Line data describes how a line data file should be
structured and the limitations in the layout in order to be compatible with Stralfors’ production
system.
Limitations
Specification

Maximum number

Maximum file size The maximum manageable file size depends on the input file format.
Examples of limitations XML=1 Gbyte, CSV=1 Gbyte, LXF=200 Mbyte,
AFP=200 Mbyte, PDF=200 MByte, S2=500 Mbyte
Bigger file sizes require supervision, which means that agreement must be
Maximum
50,000
pages. Higher numbers require supervision, which means
reachedprinted
with Stralfors.
number of
that agreement must be reached with Stralfors.
printed pages in
a file

File specification
Files sent to Stralfors as eLETTERs have different information requirements.
How much information is to be included must be specified in a file specification.
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Information requirements
eLETTER has different requirements for information. This depends on which forms of distribution
and options have been chosen.
The table below is a description of the information (data) that may be necessary in the incoming
file in order to be able to deliver the service selected.
• “Mand.” is always mandatory in cases where the distribution method has been selected or, if
relevant, has been agreed separately.
• “Opt.” means that the customer can add information or let Stralfors add it based on
agreements.
• “Rec.” means that Stralfors recommends that the value is entered in order to quickly be able
to switch to another assignment or to easily link in the eArchive supplementary service.
Please note that this information is only the information that Stralfors needs in order to be able
to perform the service. All other information that must be included in the documents must be
accessible in the file in a structured way.
Distribution
method

eLETTER

Field

General

Co-sorting key

Opt.

General

Insert call

Opt.

General

Name

Mand.

General

Address

Mand.

General

Post code

Mand.

General

Postal town

General

Country code

Internet bank

Recipient-specific identifier

Internet bank

Invoice type

Mand.
Rec./Mand.**

Internet bank

Invoice no.

Rec./Mand.**

Internet bank

Due date

Rec./Mand.**

Internet bank

Amount due

Rec./Mand.**

Internet bank

Payment reference

Rec./Mand.**

email

email address

Rec./Mand.**

email

email address flag

Text messaging

Text messaging number

Rec./Mand.**

Text messaging

Text messaging flag

Rec./Mand.**

EDI Invoices

Total excl. VAT

Rec./Mand.**

EDI Invoices

VAT rate(s)

Rec./Mand.**

EDI Invoices

Total for each VAT rate

Rec./Mand.**

EDI Invoices

VAT number

Rec./Mand.**

EDI Invoices

Corporate ID number

Rec./Mand.**

EDI Invoices

Rounding off after VAT

Rec./Mand.**

EDI Invoice line

Line no.

Rec./Mand.**

EDI Invoice line

Article no.

Rec./Mand.**

EDI Invoice line

Description

Rec./Mand.**

EDI Invoice line

Quantity

Rec./Mand.**

EDI Invoice line

Unit

Rec./Mand.**

EDI Invoice line

Unit price

Rec./Mand.**

EDI Invoice line

Line totals excl. VAT

Rec./Mand.**

Mand.
Mand.*

Opt.***

* If the customer has Foreign Delivery, invoice types auto giro and credit note do not apply.
**
Whether the field is recommended or mandatory depends on the type of setup. It is
easier to extend services if
the information is there from the outset.
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***

If the customer has chosen this distribution alternative, Stralfors can add information
by agreement.

The table below describes the information, as well as its desired format and length. It is important that
the information always maintains the same format throughout the whole file.
Content
Recipientunique
identifier
Co-sorting
key

Insert mark
(control
codes)

Format,
Length

Description

AN 25

Unique identifier that describes the identity of a message recipient. In this case an
alphanumeric text string that identifies the message recipient in the sender’s system.
Examples of a unique identifier are a personal ID number and an EAN number.

AN 25

N8

If the customer wants to co-sort different assignments, the customer can choose a
term to co-sort the messages. Can be, for example, personal ID number, customer
number or entirely independent and controlled by the customer.
By default, Stralfors uses the unique identifier of recipients as a co-sorting term.
Numeric. The insert marks consist of 2*NN.
01000000
Call for insert 1
00010000
Call for insert 2
It is possible to let Stralfors complete this field on the basis of information in other fields.
One example is that all invoices that have an amount over SEK X must be given insert 1
and all others insert 2. Stralfors can also take care of adding a universal call for inserts. If
the customer cannot add their own insert call, this must be described in the customer
assignment.

Production
type

AN 4

Name

AN 35

The general principle is to specify what will appear in the top line of the address in
physical mailings.

Street
address
Post code

AN 35

Can also be a P.O. box address. It is desirable if the street address and number are in
separate fields.

Postal town

AN 35

TEST or PROD,Denotes whether the file is to be treated as test or production. The first
index encountered applies for the whole file.

AN 9

Country code AN 2

Country code in accordance with ISO standard 3166. SE, for example.

email
address

AN 50

This field is not mandatory, but it must be filled in if a recipient is to be able to receive
email. The field is validated by the @ symbol.
Name.name@company.se

On (1), Off
(0)

N1

If the customer has chosen email distribution this must be 1, otherwise 0. 1 (one) means
that if there is an email address, it is sent by email. 0 (zero) means that even if there is an email address,
it is sent physically.
NB: It is possible to let Stralfors complete this field on the basis of the agreement in
the customer assignment.

Text
messaging
number

AN 50

This field is not mandatory, but it must be filled in if a recipient is to be able to receive
a text message.

On (1), Off
(0) 1

N1

If the customer has chosen text message distribution this must be 1, otherwise 0. 1 (one)
means that if there is a text messaging number, it is sent by text message. 0 (zero) means that even if there
is a text messaging number, it is sent physically.
NB: It is possible to let Stralfors complete this field as agreed in the customer
assignment.

Invoices and other payment messages
The following is required, but only if invoices or other payment messages are being sent. For
invoices that have a number of paying-in slips, e.g. a rent bill consisting of three paying-in
slips, each paying-in slip must be specified. The following information is required when

invoices or other payment messages are to be sent.
Content

Format
Length

Description
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Invoice type
1 = Invoice
2 = Credit note
3 = Autogiro
notification
4 = Payment
reminder
Invoice
number
Due date
Amount due*
PlusGiro or
bank giro number

N1

AN 35
N8
N9

The customer must specify which message type it is, in
order that the message can be handled correctly in
production.
Please note that the message type “reminder” is always sent as
a physical letter.
NB: It is possible to let Stralfors interpret an indexed field and
add
the message
as agreedthe
in the
customer
assignment
A unique
number type
that identifies
invoice.
Only applies
for .
invoices, credit notes, autogiro notification
Due date - The date when the message recipient’s debt falls
due for payment. Desired format: yyyymmdd
This field describes the amount expressed in the currency’s
smallest
The
bankunit.
giro number must always be quoted when paying via

bank giro and starts with BG. Numeric integer value (no
dashes). The maximum permitted value is BG9999999999
The PlusGiro number must always be quoted when paying
via PlusGiro and starts with PG. Numeric integer value (no
dashes).
The
maximummeans:
permittedReference
value is PG99999999
Payment
Payment
reference
that the sending
reference
company wishes to be included in the payment notification
(OCR reference)*
and/or payment transaction (known as the “OCR string” for
bank giro/postal giro payments). The payment reference must
be quoted when paying via postal giro. The last figure must be
N 25
a modulo 10 control figure. Numeric integer value. The maximum
permitted value is 9999999999999999999999999 (25
figures). The payment reference must be quoted when paying
via bank giro. The last figure must be a modulo 10 control
figure. Numeric integer value. The maximum permitted value is
999999999999999999999999 (24 figures).
EDI connection
PlusGiro/bank giro reference can be omitted for message
The following information is also
specified
forand
EDI.
types
autogiro
credit note.
AN 17

Content

Format
Length

Description

Total excl. VAT

N 18

Grand total excluding VAT

VAT rate
VAT amount
Total VAT
VAT number

N6
N 18
N 18

Amount per VAT rate
Grand total VAT

AN 35

VAT number of recipient party (not private individuals)

Invoice lines

AN 35
AN 70
N 15
N 15
N 15
N8

– Product ID
– Description
– Quantity
– Price per unit
– Amount for units excl. VAT
– Date
If this is not required, Stralfors can hard-code this to 0 without
any surcharge to the customer.
Amount for rounding, if applied.

Rounding
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Text message connection
The text to be sent for text messages must also be specified.
Content

Text message text

Format
Length

AN 150

Description

Supplement: It is possible to let Stralfors complete this field
based on other information fields as agreed in the customer
assignment.

Customer integration
The customer will be allocated a resource who integrates the eLETTER service as agreed in the
customer assignment. To make the dialogue easier for both the customer and Stralfors, it

is necessary for the customer to have a designated contact person who can be
contacted in connection with questions and tests.
Integration includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Setting up communication
Mapping out the customer’s file formats
Setting up templates and rules for documents
Setting up selected distribution alternatives
Setting up postage optimisation rules
Testing the flow
Putting approved assignment into production

All of the work carried out by Stralfors in connection with startup and tests is billed at hourly
rates in accordance with our current price list for the service selected.

Mapping the customer’s file formats
The customer must provide a specification of the file format to be used for submission to
Stralfors, and in general provide the information required to enable Stralfors to handle the
content of the file and to deliver messages to the correct Recipients under the customer
agreement. Mapping is done partly to be able to insert the information (data) in a presentation
template and partly to be able to manage co-sorting, co-distribution and electronic distribution.
The customer is responsible for ensuring that the data file contains the required information for
the service selected. The customer is responsible for ensuring that such information complies
with current legislation, e.g. the Swedish Personal Data Act.
If the customer so wishes, Stralfors can produce a file specification. This is billed at an hourly
rate in accordance with the current price list.

Creating presentation templates
The information mapped must then be inserted in a presentation template. The customer must
offer physical or electronic sample layouts of the presentation templates. The presentation
template describes a set of rules for content and design that governs what a message looks like
when it reaches the recipient.
If the customer so wishes, Stralfors can produce suggested presentation templates. This is billed
at an hourly rate in accordance with the current price list.

Testing of file format and presentation template
Function test: The customer provides a test file representing the presentation templates that
will be used in the mailing. Once the customer’s file has been mapped and the presentation file
created, this is confirmed with the customer.
Production test: Once the templates have been approved, the whole flow is tested including
print production and the electronic elements. Once the elements included have been tested
and delivered with approved results, the assignment is ready to be put into production.
The presentation template can be replaced by PDF approval by email for systems that are
already compatible with the eLETTER service. No further print testing is performed unless the
customer requests it. If a print test is requested, it is billed in accordance with the current
price list.
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Print production
Stralfors checks that the file matches the agreed structure.
The documents are then divided according to size, with documents containing up to six sheets
being inserted in C5 and those containing up to 40 sheets being inserted in C4. Those containing
more than 40 sheets are handled manually. The exception is Line data (S2), where the
customer takes care of division.
The items are sorted by post code and using co-sorting terms. Print production takes
place at a resolution of up to 600 dpi. Stralfors is responsible for adding the insertion mark
(OMR code) to the print-ready file.

Startup cost
There is a startup cost in eLETTER per assignment per production day. The startup cost is
intended to cover the setup time for the customer’s assignment.
If the customer buys inserts from a supplier other than Stralfors, and if a file contains inserts, a
startup cost will be billed. The startup cost is billed per file and is a surcharge in addition to the
startup cost described above.

Late submission
It is possible in eLETTER to submit a production file by agreement later than 09:00. The

precise time for submitting production files is agreed in each customer assignment.

Confidentiality
All information transferred in data files to Stralfors is treated in confidence. Only authorised
personnel have access to the premises where the physical letters are produced. All concerned are
bound by confidentiality agreements.

Paper and envelope
There is one standard paper and one standard envelope for eLETTERs.
Standard paper: A4, 90 gsm, white, non-punched, incl. microperforation if selected.
Standard envelope C5, white, two windows (also C4 with surcharge).
2-4 microperforations in the paper can be chosen for a surcharge.
It is possible to print customer-specific profiles on the paper and/or the envelope. See section
entitled Colour and SEP print.
Limitations – envelopes
Specification

Envelope

Maximum number

Max. number of sheets in
each envelope

S65 envelope
C5 envelope
C4 envelope
Manual

4
6
40
Unlimited

Poly-wrapping
eLETTER items can also be poly-wrapped. The customer should have a volume of at least
30,000 items per production run for poly-wrapping to be a cost-efficient solution. Polywrapping takes place using pre-printed, customer-specific plastic, which must be ordered and
included in the assignment in accordance with the normal process. Such an order must be
placed at least six weeks before the assignment is to be produced.
Registered post
In eLETTER with first class mail distribution, items can be sent by registered post.

Colour
Stralfors prints colour assignments using Business Colour, which is produced in high-speed
printers. Business Colour is suitable for large volumes of transaction-based documents such as
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invoices. It is also a cost-efficient way of creating a customer-specific appearance in documents,
for example those including a colour logo.
Printing in colour requires more wide-ranging tests in order to achieve the right conditions and
quality. The customer should have a volume of at least 5,000 items per production run for
colour printing to be a cost-efficient alternative.
It is important that the customer can produce an original against which printouts can be
compared. The appendix entitled Instructions – Colour describes which resources are necessary
for colour production to be possible. The document is updated on an ongoing basis. The latest
version can be downloaded as a PDF from Stralfors’ website at: www.stralfors.se/villkor

SEP
Stralfors Envelope Printing (SEP) is a function used to print a customer-specific profile on an
envelope.
This means that we print, for example, the customer’s logo in colour in connection with
production.
Technical data
• Inkjet head from HP
• Max. print height 108 mm (4¼”)
• 4 colours, CMYK
• Resolution 300 dpi
• Printing technique: inkjet, water-based ink
• Non-printable surfaces
– Some blurring may occur on these surfaces
– 8 mm from all edges
– 2 mm around window in envelope
• Thickness of printed material
– Max. 5 mm
• Printable envelope
– C5
• Simplex print

Inserts
Enclosing inserts is a supplementary option for eLETTER. The appendix entitled Instructions –
Inserts describes which resources are necessary in order to produce inserts. The document is
updated on an ongoing basis. The latest version can be downloaded as a PDF from Stralfors’
website at: www.stralfors.se/villkor
Stralfors can produce and handle two different kinds of inserts.
Physical inserts - Physical enclosures, known as “free passengers”. An insert is billed
according to weight and quantity.
Electronic inserts - An insert that is accessed when a print file is created, also known as a
Static Page. The static page is billed as an additional page in the envelope.
Which insert is selected for each item is determined by an insert call, which essentially specifies
which insert is to be enclosed in the item.
The customer can specify the insert calls directly in the incoming file or ask Stralfors to create
the insert calls on the basis of an agreed algorithm. If the customer places the insert calls, the
fields in the file intended for this are used.
If Stralfors places the insert calls on behalf of the customer, they reach agreement on an
algorithm. One example of this information is that the customer wants the insert to be
universal, another is that everyone with a male personal ID number is to have insert 1 and all
women insert 2.
Even if all recipients in the print file are to receive inserts, for quality purposes it is nevertheless
practical to provide all recipients with an insert call, in order to minimise the risk that the insert
is not enclosed in the letter.
Please note that only two inserts are standard. More inserts can only be handled in
certain cases and are determined in consultation with the customer.
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Limitations on physical inserts and reply envelopes
Specification

Maximum number

Calls for physical inserts

2

Postage optimisation
Stralfors offers two types of postage optimisation. One is co-distribution and the other is coinsertion.
Co-distribution
Stralfors combines the customer’s letter volumes at the time the letters are printed and inserted in
envelopes in order to create larger items, provided the letters have the same dimensions, the
weight difference between the items does not exceed 30 grams, and the items otherwise meet
Stralfors’ submission requirements for physical deliveries for the type of distribution concerned.
In cases where the co-distribution algorithm is too advanced for volumes received the same day
to be co-distributed, the algorithm is specified in the customer assignment. In addition to this,
volume and day of the week can also govern co-distribution.
Co-sorting
Several documents for the same addressee are put in a single envelope when the letters are
printed and inserted in envelopes. Co-sorting is only possible if the assignments use the same
type of paper, envelope, delivery and co-sorting key. An additional requirement is that the
production files arrive on the same day or within the time period specified for co-distribution.
The default co-sorting key is the selected customer specific identifier. This is either
personal/corporate ID number or customer number. If there is more than one customer number
for the same recipient, co-sorting will not work. However, the customer has the option of creating
a separate co-sorting key, which is stored in the relevant field. Please note that items sent in the
same envelope are billed according to the co-sorting assignment, regardless of the items’ original
assignment. The item can only include the inserts defined in the co-sorting assignment.

Data preparation
The eLETTER service has additional charges for data preparation in the form of a subscription
fee and a formatting fee. This involves mandatory data processing and an IT connection to the
service.

Supplementary services
The following services may be selected as supplementary services, in which case separate
agreements are concluded for each service with Stralfors.
e-Invoice
The supplementary e-Invoice service may be selected, in which the customer has an agreement
with his bank to cover the cost of the payment line, and Stralfors takes care of the transfer and
the invoice hotel.
email
It is possible to send a document as an email. The default viewing method for documents is
PDF, but other viewing formats are possible by agreement. Documents are sorted on the basis
that the file includes an email address, and that this distribution method is specified.
Text message
It is possible to send a document as a text message. As a text message has a limited number of
characters, a separate template is created with selected content to fit this size. Documents are
sorted on the basis that the file includes a mobile phone number, and that this distribution
method is specified.
EDI
For other message types and formats, a separate EDI agreement is required, as well as
agreements with partners to handle this traffic.
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eArchive
Stralfors offers access to an electronic archive in the eArchive service. The basic eArchive service
has customer-specific search fields, set up on the basis of customer preferences. It is a
precondition for this that the information is included in the customer’s metadata. Metadata can
be inserted as TLEs in the AFP files or inserted in a separate file. eArchive handles most file
types, although PDF is the most common format.

If the documents are to be coded with distribution methods, this information is added
to the search index.

Reports
The following acknowledgements and reports are sent to the email address specified in the
customer assignment.
1. Print start acknowledgement – sent from the print production system when it starts
processing the print files, with the following content:
• Customer reference
• Customer
• Assignment
• Job number
• Date
• Number of records (only for input format S2)
• Number of pages
• Number of letters
2. Print end acknowledgement – sent from the print production system when the print files
have been inserted in envelopes and delivered to the Post Terminal. The acknowledgement
contains the following:
• Customer reference
• Customer
• Assignment
• Job number
• Date
• Number of pages
• Number of letters
3. Delivery note – describes exactly what will be billed. The delivery note is sent out as PDF or
XML by email or FTP.
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Line data
Schematic description
– the electronic page

Logical page
Template

Finished letter

Sheet

The final eLETTER is composed of the following elements:
1. The logical page, which is sent by the customer to Stralfors in the letter file, using the file
format described in this
manual.
2.
3.

The template, the electronic layout of the page as agreed with Stralfors. The template is
saved by Stralfors and accessed from the customer’s letter file.
The sheet, the physical paper that is fed through Stralfors’ printer.

4.

Insert in sequence, a printed page with the same post code and letter ID as the logical
page. See also “Insert in sequence”.

5.

Physical inserts, already printed and ready to be inserted as required. See also “Physical
inserts”.

The file’s appearance and the control characters
An assignment is transferred to eLETTER in the form of a file. This file is divided into sections,
which are in turn divided into records. The records have a carefully defined syntax. The records
in the file serve as both line-based control parameters and pure print data.

File structure
The file can be viewed as having different segments, known as communication components
(S2 records) and eLETTER components. The communication components convey control
information and definitions, whereas the eLETTER components convey the actual print data.
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1. All of the lines of text in the file are called records.
These are divided into a number of fields.
2.

A file must begin with a start record (%001) and finish with an end record (%002). These
records must enclose a logical file.

3.

A logical file must begin with a logical file start record (%020) and finish with a logical file
end record (%022). These records can enclose one or more logical pages.

4.

A logical page must begin with an ID record. This is followed by one or more print
records. The logical page does not finish in any particular way. A logical page is what is
printed on the physical paper (the sheet).

5. A print record is a line of text that results in a printed
line on the sheet.
The communication components in the file enclose the eLETTER
file and define the beginning and end of the file.
Positions
The characters in a record are numbered in positions, counting from 1 upwards. The fields do not have any
delimiting characters, but are separated purely by the positions occupied by the characters.
Examples
There is a practical example of this in “Sample file”.

Description of communication components
Start record
Field name
%001
Delivery node

Length Positions Meaning, values
4
10

1–4
5–14

Must always contain the value “%001”. Defines the start of
the
file.
Non-mandatory
field

6

15–20

Non-mandatory field

1
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File type

3

22–24

External
reference

7

25–31

1

32

0 (zero)

33-

Non-mandatory field

Password

Reserved field

0 (zero)
Value depending on the record length of the
file. This value is provided by Stralfors. Nonmandatory
field field
Non-mandatory

Logical file – start record
Field name
Length Positions Meaning, values
4

1–4

Recipient

10

5–14

Sender

10

15–24

Must always contain the value “%020”.
Defines the start of a logical file.
Must always contain the value “EPS” for live production files.
Test files must have the value “EPS-T”.
Sender ID, provided by Stralfors.

External
reference
Number_of_rec

7

25–31

Non-mandatory field

7

32–38

Number of records

ords
Assignment ID

10

39–48

Assignment ID, provided by Stralfors.

%020

Reserved

49-

Non-mandatory field
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Logical file – end record
Field name
Length Positions Meaning, values
%022

4

1–4

Number_of_rec
ords

7

5–11

Number_of_pag
es

6

12–17

Number_of_
letters

6

18–23

End record
Field name
%002

Must always contain the value “%022”. Indicates the end of a
logical
file. of records in the logical file, excluding the
The
number
communication components (the four % lines). The field
must be aligned right and padded with zeros. Example:
%0220048567002500001250
Optional field specifying the number of logical pages in
the logical file. If the field is used, it must be aligned
right and padded with zeros.
Example: %220084567002500001250
Otherwise it must be filled with six spaces.
Use of this field is recommended, as it enhances the
reliability of
Optional field specifying the number of physical letters that
Stralfors’ handling.
will result from the logical file. If the field is used, it must be
aligned right and padded with zeros. Example:
%220084567002500001250
Otherwise it must be filled with six
spaces.
Use of this field is recommended, as it enhances the
reliability of
Stralfors’
handling.

Length Positions Meaning, values
4

1-4

Must always contain the value “%002”. Defines the end
of the file. PLEASE NOTE that there must not be an
empty line after this record. This means that the file
must not contain %002[CRLF].

File description

File type
received from
Stralfors

Source ID
received
from
Stralfors

Assignmen
t ID
received
from
Stralfors

%001TCP0000035 0EPP
0
%020EPS
ELETTER?????
????????
10BL01 879 78 000001 20
2006-04-20
2006-05-31
2321743
0
Arne Adamsson
0
0
Karlsgatan 10
0
879 78 Adamsträsk
10BL01 912 98 000002
20
2006-04-20
123458
0
0
2006-05-31
2396435
0
Inge Liljetest
0
0
Svangatan 10
0
912 98 Svansång
%0220000016000000000000
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123455 0 0

%002
Number of records (lines)
in this file. Always excl. the
four % lines.

Print records
A print record is a line of text that results in a printed line on
the sheet.
Absolute and relative
positioning
The absolute position of the printout on the page is determined using one of 12 control codes
(channels). The meaning of each control code was agreed with Stralfors in advance when the
template was designed.
Relative positioning (relative to the previous print line) is based
on line feeds.
Absolute positioning should be used to reduce the volume of print data and to speed up processing. It
is quicker to go to the end of the page by entering a positioning code than by feeding 60 empty lines,
and it also reduces the volume of print data and the size of the data file.
Print
record
The individual fields are structured as
follows:
Field name
Line control
character

Font control
character

Length Positions Meaning, values
1

1

1

2

Character specifying where this line will be printed, either in relation to
the previous line (relative positioning) or in relation to the top of the page
(absolute positioning).
The following characters can be used:
Absolute positioning
“1”
Go to the top of a new page
“2”
Skip to position 2
“3”
Skip to position 3
“4”
Skip to position 4
“5”
Skip to position 5
“6”
Skip to position 6
“7”
Skip to position 7
“8”
Skip to position 8
“9”
Skip to position 9
“A”
Skip to position 10
“B”
Skip to position 11
“C”
Skip to position 12
Relative positioning
“ “ (space) Print on next line
“0” (zero)
Print after blank line
“-” (minus) Print after two blank lines
“+” (plus) specifying
Print onthe
same
Character
fontline
to be used for this print line.
The entire line uses the same font. The font control
characters are 1-9 and, if necessary, A-D. Available fonts
must be agreed with Stralfors.
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[print data]

<= 146

3-148

The text to be printed on the print line. The field can be up
to
146 characters in length. If the field is left blank, there will
be a blank line in the printout.

ID record
Each logical page must begin with an ID record. The ID record is used to identify an individual letter
and to match it with its electronic inserts.
The ID record is a special case of a print record. The ID record specifies the identity of the letter, but is
otherwise
handled in the same way as any print record, i.e. it is printed in the position specified by the
positioning character, using the font specified by the font control character. The ID record can be
suppressed in the printout.
The ID record has the following syntax.
1 font control character template call, selective insert, copy country code, post code, letter
ID
The individual fields are structured as follows:
Field name

Length Positions Meaning, values

1

1

1

Font control
character

1

2

Template call

4

3–6

Selective_insert

1

7

Copy

1

8

Country code

2

9–10

Post code

6

11–16

Literal field, which in this special case must always have the
value “1”.
See
also the
“line control
character”
field for
in the
Character
specifying
the font
to be used
thisprint
printrecord
line.
above.
Alphanumeric character specifying the selected template
(electronic layout). The values for this form have been
agreed in advance with Stralfors. More than one form can be
used within the same letter, for example for an invoice and a
One
or two
physical
cantobe127
placed
in thetemplates
envelope
delivery
note.
There inserts
can be up
different
along
the rest of ID.
the printout. The inserts are taken
within with
an assignment
from insert stations, the content of which has been agreed
in advance with Stralfors.
The following characters can be used:
“ “ No insert
“1”
First insert station
“2”
Second insert station
“9”
Both insert stations
The number of copies of the printed page. The copies are
placed in the same envelope as the first page. (Copies do
not work with duplex printing)
The following characters can be used:
“ “ Zero copies
“0”
Zero copies
“1”-”9” 1-9
copies
Alphabetic
field
defining the
destination country. The following
characters can be used:
“ “ SE is assumed
“SE” SE
The
country
follow
ISO
standard.
Numeric
fieldcodes
defining
thethe
post
code
of the letter. The field
can be completed in three different ways. The following
formats can be used:
“ 12345”
“123 45” Recommended format.
“12345 “
The same format must be used within an assignment ID
because the post code is a sort term.
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Letter ID

<=25

17–42

Alphanumeric field – for example an ID number uniquely
identifying a single letter including all its pages and
electronic inserts. The same letter ID is used for all sheets
intended for one specific envelope, so it controls the
insertion process.
The letter ID must be structured in the same way within a
logical file because the letter ID is a sort term.
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Use
The ID record is a print line like any other, which means it is printed in addition to its use by the
system for identification purposes. It should be printed with position code 1, which is normally printed
vertically along the left of the template. You should also use a small font, so that it does not distract
the recipient.
Logo record – record for positioning graphics
One or more images that have been agreed in advance with Stralfors can be positioned anywhere on
the page. This record must be placed immediately after the ID record. Graphics are positioned in
absolute terms, counting in pels from the top left-hand corner of the page. 1 pel is approximately 0.1
mm.
The individual fields are structured as follows:
Field name

Length Positions Meaning, values

Line control
character
Logo ID

2

1-2

6

3-8

Horizontal_positio
n

4

9-12

Vertical_position

4

13-16

Insert in sequence

Control character specifying that this is a logo
record. The value must be “S1”.
Alphanumeric ID term that calls a previously saved
logo. This value has been agreed with Stralfors.
Numerical value specifying the position of the left edge
of the logo in relation to the left-hand edge of the page.
The value is
quoted
in pels.the position of the top
Numerical
value
specifying
edge of the logo in relation to the top edge of the
page. The value is quoted in pels.

An insert in sequence is a printed page with the same post code and letter ID as the previous page.
They are placed in the same envelope. The insert page must have a template call. The page can
consist of:
• A single control line, an ID record calling a previously agreed insert template that contains all the
necessary text. In this case, the line constitutes the entire insert.
• A logical page consisting of an ID record calling a template, followed by print lines to fill in the
template.
In both cases, the ID number must have the correct post code and letter ID. Please note that these
pages are also included in the number fields in
the record “Logical file – end record”.

Physical insert
The letter containing a physical insert must have an insert mark in the file. This is done by entering a
value in the Selective_insert field in the ID record. The value specifies the insert station (first, second
or both) that will supply an insert. If the letter contains more than one logical page, it is only
necessary to complete the insert field for the first page. The physical inserts can also be universal,
which means that the inserts are included in every letter.

Item
When two or more sheets are inserted in the same envelope for a single recipient, this is called
an item. Items can consist of:
•
Pages with the same post code and
letter ID
•
Copies of the same page (if you have set the copy field in the ID record to a value other
than zero or blank).
•
Inserts in sequence (additional printed pages with the same letter ID and post code as
the previous ones).
•
Physical
inserts.
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Graphics
In consultation with Stralfors’ customer integrators, you can place a logo or other illustration
anywhere on the letter page. You should take care not to make the logo so large that the mail carrier
cannot read the address in the sender window if the letter has to be returned.
•
The graphic can be positioned anywhere, in consultation
with Stralfors.
• The logo must be processed by Stralfors. In order to guarantee the highest quality, Stralfors
converts your logo first into TIFF and then into the PSEG production format. It is a good idea to let
Stralfors have the material well in advance in order to assess the quality.
•
Stralfors’ printers print at 300 dots per
inch (dpi).
Supported
file
formats
Vector formats like the ones below produce the best results because the resolution is infinite. All text must be
converted into vectors.
•
EPS (Standard PC-EPS with low-resolution
TIFF image)
Bitmap files like the ones below also work well if the image as used is no smaller than 400 pixels in the
smallest dimension. Remember that the object can only be printed in black and white, NOT in greyscale
or colours.
•
TIFF (but not fax file
format)
•
BMP
•
GIF
•
PCX
The file format can be monochrome (bitmap), indexed, RGB or CMYK. GIF files must not be
animated. Do not use aliasing as this produces greyscale tones.

Sample file
Below is an example with explanations of a file with two logical pages. There is then a printed page by
way of comparison.
The sample file has the assignment name TESTCOPY and has
been sent to Stralfors. Explanations of the first logical page:
10BL01
123 56
1111111:
ID record, with line control character “1”, font¬control character “0”, template call “BL01”, post
code “123 56” and letter ID “1111111”. The fields for selective insert, country code and copy
(which are before the postal code) are blank. The line control character “1” denotes a skip to the
first line on a new page.
20 ... 06-03-03 ...: Skip to channel (position) 2, in this case three lines down on the page, font
“0” (in this case Courier) to be used. Invoice date and invoice number are printed.
0: Next line is printed, but is blank. Font “0” is still
used.
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%001TCP0000035
0EPP
0
%020EPS
ELETTER12345
TESTCOPY
10BL01
123 45
1111111
20
06-03-03
123456
0
0
06-03-30
1111111
30
Kalle
Karlsson
0 Karina Kjellberg
0 Tel: 012 - 34 56 78
Karlsgatan
10
0
123 45
Karlstad
40
123
Letterheads
50
10.00
500.00
0
456
Envelopes
50
20.00
1000.00
0
789
Stamps
50
5.00 250.00
-0
We now have a special offer on C5
envelopes.
+1
Only 15.00 a pack.
3
This offer lasts throughout March.
50
437.50
2187.50
60
INVOICE NO.:
123456
00
DUE DATE: 06-03-30
Kalle Karlsson
0
0
Karlsgatan 10
0
123 45 Karlstad
72
123456789 2187 50 1
10BL01 123 56 1111122
20
0
0
30
0
0
0
40
0
0

-0

06-03-03

06-03-30
1111122
Sven Svensson
Karina Kjellberg
Tel.: 012 - 34 56 78
123
456
789

Letter paper
Envelopes
Stamps

Svangatan 10
123 56 Storstad
50
10.00 500.00
50
20.00 1000.00
50
5.00 250.00

We now have a special offer on C5 envelopes.

+1

3
50

60
00

123470

Only 15.00 a pack.

This offer lasts throughout March.
437.50

2187.50

INVOICE NO.: 123470
DUE DATE: 06-03-30

Sven Svensson
0
0
Svangatan 10
0
123 56 Storstad
72
123456789 2187 50 1
%0220000042000000000000
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0 ... 06-03-30 ... 1111111: The next line is printed and contains the due date and the
customer number “1111111”, which you will recognise from the ID record.
30 ... Kalle
Karlsson:
Skip to channel (position) 3, in this case ten lines down on the page. After 47 spaces, the
invoice recipient’s name is printed.
40 123 Letterheads...:
Skip to channel (position) 4, in this case 17 lines down on the page, where the first invoice line is
printed. A monospaced font must be used if columns of numbers need to be aligned under each
other, because tabulation is not possible.
-0 We now have a special...:
The line control character “-” makes the printout continue two lines down, in this case line 22. The
first part of the special offer text about envelopes is printed with font “0”.
+1 ... Only 15.00...:
The line control character “+” means that this record will be printed on the same line as the
previous one. The font is changed to font “1”, bold. This was the reason for the new record, as a
print record can only have one font, but a printed line can have more than one font. The text is
positioned 46 character spaces in, so that it follows on from the end of the preceding text.
3 Special offer...:
The blank line control character means that the printout continues on the next line, where we have
chosen font “3”, italic.
50 ... 437.50...:
Skip to channel (position) 5, in this case 40 lines down on the page, where the grand total, etc. is
printed.
60 INVOICE NO.: ...:
Skip to channel (position) 6, in this case 55 lines down on the page, where the first row of the
postal giro form is printed. In this location, the text starts six positions into the line even
though this is not specified in print record. This is the effect of channel 6.
00 DUE DATE: ...:
The line control character “0” specifies that the printout will continue after an empty line. The left
margin from channel 6 is retained.
72 ... 123456789 ...:
Skip to channel (position) 7, in this case 68 lines down on the page, where the where the OCRreadable line of the postal giro form is printed. The text is printed with font “2”, which in this case
is OCR-B for the OCR machines. OCR-B is also a monospaced font, which means spaces are used
for positioning here too.
10BL01 123 56 1111122:
Next logical page begins.
NOTE 1: There is no tab character. Instead, all horizontal positions are calculated as the number
of spaces in the specified font, in this case Courier at 6 characters per inch.
NOTE 2: The logo, all labels (the text in Times Roman), all borders and the entire postal giro
form are contained in the electronic template and are created by template call “BL01”
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This is what the first page looks like when printed:
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Limitations
An A4 page printed at 6 lines per inch can contain 70 lines. A different option can be agreed with
Stralfors.
Below is a more detailed description of limitations in numbers.
Line data may only be used for eLETTER and the supplementary service eArchive, i.e. not for
the supplementary services eInvoice, email, eDI and text messages.
Specification

Maximum number

Max. number of records in a logical file
Max. number of print pages in a logical file

9,999,999
50,000 pages. Higher numbers must be verified
by
S65testing.
envelope: 4

Max. number of sheets in each envelope

C5 envelope: 6
C4 envelope: 40
Max. number of templates (electronic layout) per 127
assignment
Max.
number of records per logical page
98
Max. number of logos per logical page

2
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AFP
General
For a customer to be able to use eLETTER, the customer’s data must be structured according to
certain guidelines.

File structure
The file can be thought of as a being made up of different components. The content of the
various components is described below. See below for a schematic description of the file
structure.

NOP (start record)
The input data must start with an NOP record with the following structure, so that the eLETTER
system can identify the input data and make sure it is correct.
Field name

Lengt Meaning, values
h
020
3
Must always contain the value “020”. Defines the start of a logical file.
Production
Literal EPS if the assignment is to be run in the live (production)
5
type
environment. EPS-T if the assignment is to be run in the test
environment.
Aligned
left and
with with
zeros.
Assignment name,
aligned
left padded
and padded
zeros. The
Assignment
8
ID
assignment name states which unique routines are to be run for this
particular
file. The assignment name is received from Stralfors.
Customer
50
Any text string.
reference
There is the facility to add the date when the letters are to be passed
Delivery date
8
on to
Distribution. This value then takes precedence over the date
calculated by the system. The date must be in the format
yyyymmdd.
BRG-ERG
AFP resources must be contained in BRG-ERG records. The AFP resources occur first in
the input data, after NOP.

Fonts
All fonts must be “raster fonts”, i.e. NOT outline fonts.

OMR
Stralfors adds an OMR code to the file, created from the TLE record. This means that customers
have to remove any of their own OMR codes from the file. The OMR code generates small lines on
the printed material. These lines indicate how each sheet should be handled by the envelope
insertion machine. To leave room for the OMR code, the customer must also ensure that nothing
is printed for 10 mm on the far left and in the main margin.

BNG-TLE
One BNG record and one TLE record are required so that eLETTER can distinguish between letters,
and
also
for
OMR marking (adding an enveloping mark) and for sorting (by post code). In other words,
documents must be defined with a “Page Group”. TLE record containing the Posten-compliant post
code and ID immediately after all BNG records.
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BPG-EPG, IMM
The actual print page must be between BPG and EPG records. In files to be printed in duplex
(double-sided print pages),
all “frontpage” BPGs (Begin page) must be preceded by an IMM (Invoke
Medium Map).
Field name Lengt Meaning, values
h 11
Index
POSTENEBREV
Country code

2

Post code
(Postencompliant)
Insert
mark

5

LETTER ID

8

15

Alphanumeric, for example SE. If there is no country code these positions
must be padded with spaces.
Numeric. (Foreign post codes with alphanumeric characters must be
padded with zeros)
Numeric. The insert marks consist of 4*NN.
01000000 -> insert station 1
00010000 -> insert station 2
00000100 -> insert station 3
00000001 -> insert station 4
Alphanumeric, aligned left and padded with spaces.

LETTER ID must be unique within the various TLEs.

Extra TLE for sorting large consignment from Posten
If the volume exceeds 120,000 letters and you therefore wish to make use of Posten ’s large
consignment discount, two extra TLEs are required in parallel with the normal TLE. The large
consignment discount is calculated separately for normal and low respectively. The discount
is granted if the quantity is achieved within each area and volume range. The volume levels
are 120,001-160,000, 160,001-200,000 and > 200,000 letters.
Field name
Index
Street address

Field name
Index
Distributio
n office

Lengt Meaning, value (attribute value)
h 6
STREET
32

Street name and street number

Lengt Meaning, value (attribute value)
h 10
POSTOFFICE
5

The post code of the distribution office as stated in PostNord’s
translation table. Standard post code –> The distribution office’s post
code. The translation table must be used in order to obtain the large
consignment discount.
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Extra TLE dynamic perforation
In normal cases, you decide in advance whether a whole file is to be printed on paper with a
paying-in slip or on paper without a paying-in slip.
But if you add an extra TLE called PERFORATION, you can combine documents with and without
perforation in the file, i.e. with and without paying-in slips, for example.
If you want to use this function, a TLE must be defined for each BPG (Begin Page) in the AFP file.
This TLE
must be called PERFORATION.
Field name
Index
Perforation

Lengt Meaning, values
h 11
PERFORATION
2

This must have one of the following values.

Example
Schematic description of how Stralfors would like the AFP
to be structured.
NOP, No Operation
BRG, Begin Resource Group
BR, Begin Resource
ER, End Resource
ERG, End Resource Group
BDT, Begin Document
BNG, Begin Name Page Group
TLE, Tagged Logical Element (TLE name
POSTENEBREV)
IMM, Invoke Medium Map
BPG, Begin Page
Tagged Logical Element (TLE name PERFORATION)
EPG, End Page
BPG, Begin Page
Tagged Logical Element (TLE name PERFORATION)
EPG, End Page
ENG, End Name Page Group
BNG, Begin Name Page Group
TLE, Tagged Logical Element (TLE name
POSTENEBREV)
IMM, Invoke Medium Map
BPG, Begin Page
Tagged Logical Element (TLE name PERFORATION)
EPG, End Page
ENG, End Name Page Group
EDT, End Document (Closure to BDT)
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XML
Technical specifications
The following pages demonstrate an example of how a proper order appears where structured
data is used as the input format for eLETTER. The example described here is based on XML,
but this can also be a comma-separated file or any other structured format.
The most important thing is to include the following five ingredients in the order:
• Test file
• File specification/Field description
• Mapping instructions
• Special instructions
• Sample appearance
MAKE SURE that the field names match in all specifications so that a correct derivation of data
can be made without any problem.
Experience shows that a well-documented order can reduce the time for integration by up to 50%.

Descriptive material
Test file
The test file below is exemplified by a pasted extract from an
XML file. Each file commences with a <?xml version=“1.0”
encoding=“ISO-8859-1” ?>
Following this there is a header, the information for which the customer obtains from their contact
person at Stralfors. The actual file follows next.
<?xml version=“1.0” encoding=“iso-8859-1”
?>
<?STRALFORS SND=“SENDERADDRESS” REC=“RECIPIENTADDRESS” MSGTYPE=“MESSAGETYPE”?>
- <letter>
<docname>INVOICE</docname>
<invno>123456</invno>
<duedate>2007-06-10</duedate>
<custno>345678</custno>
<yourref>Johan Johansson</yourref>
<sndname>COMPANY</sndname>
<sndadd>Hemvägen 2</sndadd>
<sndpc>441 58</sndpc>
<sndtwn>ALINGSÅS</sndtwn>
<invrecname>Recipient</invrecname>
<invadd>Byvägen 2</invadd>
<invpc>441 57</invpc>
<invcity>ALINGSÅS</invcity>
<ourref>Anna Andersson</ourref>
<tel>0322-669500</tel>
<fax>0322-669500</fax>
<email>customer@company.se</email>
- <articlelines>
- <article>
<articleno>666666</articleno>
<sequence>10</sequence>
<quantity>777777</quantity>
<unitprc>100.56</unitprc>
<linesum>10000.66</linesum>
</article>
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- <article>
<articleno>666666</articleno>
<sequence>10</sequence>
<quantity>777777</quantity>
<unitprc>100.56</unitprc>
<linesum>10000.66</linesum>
</article>
- <article>
<articleno>666666</articleno>
<sequence>10</sequence>
<quantity>777777</quantity>
<unitprc>100.56</unitprc>
<linesum>10000.66</linesum>
</article>
</articlelines>
<total>10000.77</total>
<rndng>0.77</rndng>
<yrcrdt>2007-10-11</yrcrdt>
<message>Thank you for your order</message>
</letter>

File specification/Field description
A file specification is required in order for the customer integrator to be able to quickly
understand what each field means in the test file. It should also describe fonts, any
formatting, and show examples of data.
Field name
<letter>
<docname>
<invno>
<duedate>
<custno>
<yourref>
<sndname>
<sndadd>
<sndpc>
<sndtwn>
<invrecname>
<invadd>
<invpc>
<invtwn>
<ourref>
<tel>
<fax>
<email>
<articlelines>
<article>
<articleno>
<sequence>
<quantity>
<unitprc>
<linesum>
<total>
<rndng>
<yourcrdt>
<message>

Description
Start a new letter
Heading for the letter
Invoice number
Invoice due date
Customer number
Your reference
Name of sender
Sender’s address
Sender’s post code
Sender’s postal town
Name invoice address
Invoice address
Invoice postal code
Invoice postal town
Our reference
Our phone number
Our fax number
Our email address
Includes article lines
Begin new article
Article number
Sequence
Quantity
Unit price
Line sum
Invoice total
Rounding
Your credit
Message

Font

Formatting

Arial
Arial
Arial
Arial
Arial
Arial
Arial
Arial
Arial
Arial
Arial
Arial
Arial
Arial
Arial
Arial
Arial

N 18
N 10
N 10
N 10
N 10
B 12
B 12
B 12
B 12
N 10
N 10
N 10
N 10
N 10
N 10
N 10
N 10

Arial
Arial
Arial
Arial
Arial
Arial
Arial
Arial
Arial

N8
N8
N8
N8
N8
B 12
B 12
B 12
B 10

NNNNNN
YYYY-MM-DD
NNNNNN

NNN NN

NNN NN

NNNNNN
NN
NNNNNN
NNN.NN
NNNN.NN
NNNN.NN
N.NN
YYYY-MM-DD

Mapping description
The mapping description shows where the various fields in the file are to
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Sample data
INVOICE
123456
2009-04-30
345678
Johan Johanson
COMPANY
Hemvägen 2
441 58
ALINGSÅS
Recipient
Byvägen 2
441 57
ALINGSÅS
Anna Andersson
0322-669500
0322-669500
customer@compan
y.se
666666
10
777777
100.55
1000.66
1000.77
0.77
2009-04-30

be placed in the layout. See Mapping instructions.

Special instructions for templates
Examples of specification of requirements where the customer describes rules and
logic to apply in the integration.
•
If the number of article lines exceeds the space available on a page, should the remaining
pages only to contain:
article lines (<LINESUM>, <UNITPRC>, <SEQUENCE>, <QUANTITY> and :ARTICLE NO> and
its headings,
<INVNO> and the page footer.
•
The fields <LINESUM>, <UNITPRC>, <SEQUENCE>, <QUANTITY> and
<TOTAL> must be aligned right.
•
If <YOURCRDT> is empty, should the text above (“Your credit”)
not be printed.
•
If “autogiro” is stated in a field in the file, a paying-in slip must not be
included with the invoice.
•
If the article number is “xxxxx”, a particular
heading must be printed.
•
If co-sorting is desired, it must be based on
customer number.
•
If <sndtwn> is “XXXXXXXX”, the sender’s address must be changed to
“XXXXXXXXX NN”.

Sample appearance
It may sometimes be difficult to include an example of the layout, but if possible it should be
attached, as it shows what the end result is expected to look like. This example can then be
used to check against the test printouts produced by Stralfors.
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Mapping instructions

PDF
Technical specifications
In order for Stralfors to be able to accept PDF files as input format for the eLETTER service,
certain technical requirements must be fulfilled.

Metadata
Certain metadata (data about data) must be included on each PDF and on an exact x/y
coordinate calculated from the upper left-hand corner of the A4 sheet. When the file is
processed, the metadata is removed from the PDF file and will not be included in the printed
letter.
Information
about
sorting files
Information must be written using the Arial font, size
8 points.
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• Post code, format: NNNNN, x-pos: 2 mm y-pos: 2 mm (a space may also be included in the
post code, Stralfors can remove). Foreign post codes with alphanumeric characters must be
padded with zeros.
•
Country code, format: XX (ISO standard 3166), x-pos: 22
mm y-pos: 2 mm
• First page trigger, format: “Page 1” (a one, to denote the first page in a
letter), x-pos: 42 mm y-pos: 2 mm. The trigger must be included on any
subsequent pages.
•

Insert handling, format 1, 2, 3, insert station 1, 2, etc., x-pos: 62
mm, y-pos 2 mm.

Fonts
Fonts used in a PDF file must be in TrueType format. In order to be checked, any fonts that may
occur in the PDF files must be included in the test file. Stralfors has a standard production font, if
other fonts are involved, a customer-specific implementation of the PDF is required, in which the
customer provides the font. Make sure you send the WHOLE font.
When creating a PDF document, the following must be borne in
mind regarding fonts:
• Use embedded fonts in the document. If a PDF contains a large number of different fonts,
the processing of the PDF file can be resource-intensive at Stralfors, resulting in a longer
processing time.

Tip:
If you look at the PDF document’s properties (/File/Properties or /Arkiv/Egenskaper) the fonts
in the document are listed under the Fonts tab.
If the fonts do not have exactly the same name as in Windows but instead, e.g.,”TTE48620t00”,
the document will not have the intended appearance, even if it is essentially in Arial. For the best
results, use original names of fonts used.

Pictures and logos
All pictures and logos that may occur in the PDF files must be included in the test file (see Test
file) in order that Stralfors can guarantee printout quality.
Picture resolution should be 300 dpi and in the formats .bmp, .tif, .gif or .jpg. For maximum
black and white quality printout, 1-bit Indexed Black White pictures should be used with
maximum resolution of 300 dpi. This means that the picture is in black and white, without
shading or greyscale.
Place the picture in the desired position and make sure that it is saved with the document, not
linked in. There is a “reserved” space for the logo to the left of the sender’s address. If it is
placed there, it will be seen in the envelope window. For the best result, use a black & white logo
(not greyscale) for letters that are to be printed in black & white and a colour logo for letters that
are to be printed in colour.
•
•
•

•
•
•

CMYK colours do not work. RGB is
recommended.
Do not write the text in white on a black background if the letter
is to be printed in black & white.
Pictures are printed on the sheet in the order in which they have been added to the PDF. This
means that if pictures have been added one after the other and one of them is “on top of”
another, they will be printed out after each other in the order in which they were added.
Pictures may not be transparent (applies to both whole and
parts of pictures).
Avoid placing pictures on top of
each other.
Do not add text to
pictures.
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PDF documents that use the functions below for colour and pictures cannot be processed by
the service:
•
CIE-based colour
spaces
•
Special colour
spaces
•
Overprint control (printing several different colours in order
to achieve a colour)
•
edges)
•

Antialias (erases picture

Patterns

•
Transformations
Text that must be interpreted from right to left, e.g. Arabic and Hebrew, does not work. Create a picture of the
text and include that instead.

Bank giro and PlusGiro
If the customer wishes to use Bank giro (BG) or PlusGiro (PG) in letters, Stralfors’ paying-in slip
templates must be used. This means that the area for the paying-in slip is left empty and
additional metadata is included, which Stralfors places in the designated place.
Metadata for paying-in slips must be arranged in three strands, in which the metadata is
separated by semicolons (;). Please note the spelling on, for example, PGB slips.
Metadat
a 1
Font: Arial Size 8
x-pos: 2 mm y-pos:
284 mm
Exampl
e:
PGB
slip;12345-6;12345.00;Mats
Mottagare AB
•
Giro type, values: PGB slip, PGC slip, BGB slip,
BGC slip.
•
Giro number (max. 15
characters)
•
NNN.NN

Total, format:

•
Payment recipient (name only) (max. 20
characters)
Metadat
a 2
Font: Arial Size 8
x-pos: 2 mm y-pos:
288 mm
Exampl
e:
Astrid Avsändare;c/o
Avsändarstaden

Ansändarsson;Avsändaregatan

•
Sender’s name (max. 30
characters)
•
Sender’s address 1 (max. 25
characters)
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3;123

45

•
Sender’s address 2 (max. 25
characters)
•
Sender’s postal address (max.
25 characters)
Metadat
a 3
Font: Arial Size 8
x-pos: 2
292 mm

mm

y-pos:

Exampl
e:
123456789;Reference
2;reference text 3

text

1;Reference

text

•
OCR number (in the event of PGC slip and BGC slip) (max. 25 characters, if
necessary padding with blanks controlled using zeros)
•
Reference text 1 (max. 25
characters)
•
Reference text 2 (max. 25
characters)
•
Reference text 3 (max. 25
characters)

Test file
There are a very large number of variations in PDF files and software for their production on
the market. To avoid problems in the production flow, these must be sent to Stralfors as test
files before live production.
Without an approved test file, Stralfors
implementation of the customer’s PDF.

cannot

promise

any

Layout
For PDFs as input format for the eLETTER service, the same margins must be complied with as
for other input formats to the eLETTER service. It is important that areas for OMR (insertion
code) are left empty, that positions for recipient and sender address are complied with, and
that the size A4, vertical is used in the PDF file layout.

Size and structure of the PDF file
PDF is most suitable as input format for smaller volumes. There is no exact maximum
number; this must be tested on a case-by-case basis, although a rough guide would be max.
10,000 pages per PDF file.
The size of the PDF file in kb should also be minimised as far as possible in order not to affect
the ability to process the files. If the files prove to be extremely large, Stralfors may find it
necessary to have the files submitted earlier than would otherwise have been the case. Inserted
pictures greatly affect the size (kb) of the file, and in this respect it is important that the
recommendations in the “Pictures and logo” section be observed.
The standard procedure is that one PDF containing all letters is submitted. The PDFs should
ideally be saved in PDF version 1.3 or max. 1.4. Even though later PDF versions are supported,
these are not optimised for print production, only for screen display.
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PDF documents that use the functions below cannot be processed by the
service:
•
Encrypted files, or files that require a
certificate
•

Password-protected

•

PDF Form

•
Linearised (Optimised PDF file for quick web
viewing)
•

Embedded font that no longer has its ordinary font name
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Embedded Stralfors SHEADER in a PDF
In order to enable Stralfors to accept PDF files from customers and to recognise the sender’s
address/customer, a
so-called SHEADER must be added to the PDF file that is to be sent. This procedure applies
generally to all communication with Stralfors: addresses for the sender and the recipient must be
provided.
When PDF integration begins at Stralfors, the customer will be given a SHEADER by the system
developer/integrator to insert into the PDF file. As mentioned previously, it is desirable that
Stralfors receives one PDF containing all pages, preferably in a zip file.

Sample SHEADER
SHEADER0050xxxxxxxxxxxxx7381010014007SGCPRICEN
D
The header must be copied into the PDF file; see the DOS example below (there are other
solutions for other operating systems).
DOS command: copy /b (copy the file in binary
format) The file containing the SHEADER:
header.txt
The file that will contain the SHEADER:
Lonespecar.pdf
The file to be sent to Stralfors: skickas_lonespecar.pdf
Example:
copy
/b
header.txt
skickas_lonespecar.pdf

+

lonespecar.pdf

The use of a zip program is recommended to reduce the size of the file to be
sent to Stralfors as much as possible.

Right-click the PDF file that has been created and use a text editor to check that the SHEADER
has been included, see the example below.
SHEADER0050xxxxxxxxxxxxx7381010014007SGCPRICEN
D
%PDF-1.4
%âãÏÓ
4 0 obj
<</Type/XObject/ColorSpace/DeviceRGB/…et
c.
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Contact paths
Complaints and claims should be sent to Stralfors using the online form available at
www.stralfors.se/reklamationer

Questions for Customer Support are
handled at customer.service@stralfors.se

Instructions eLETTER 01/04/2014

+46 (0)20 53 53 51

Strålfors Svenska AB
+46 (0)8-508 830 00
www.stralfors.se

Customer Support
ebrev.kundsupport@stralfors.se
Tel.: +46 (0)372- 884 40

